Directions:

- In the box below, using **the common classification principle** method, brainstorm **ONE** of the following topics:
  
  - Classify three types of savvy computer users.
  - Classify three types of **bad** bosses.
  - Classify three types of neighbors.
  - Classify three types of college students.
  - Classify different **help** professions.

Important: Make sure your categories or types do not overlap.
• Create an outline and clearly articulate the purpose of your essay in your thesis statement.

Thesis Statement:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Body Paragraph I:
Support A: __________________________________________________________
Support B: __________________________________________________________
Support C: __________________________________________________________
(Is my first paragraph relevant to the thesis?)

Body Paragraph II:
Support A: __________________________________________________________
Support B: __________________________________________________________
Support C: __________________________________________________________
(Is my second paragraph relevant to the thesis?)

Body Paragraph III:
Support A: __________________________________________________________
Support B: __________________________________________________________
Support C: __________________________________________________________
(Is my third paragraph relevant to the thesis?)

Conclusion:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________